
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

WEEK 6 

4/27/17 
 

BIG STORY:  As it seems the cool weather wants to stick around forever in the Binghamton area 
another team has joined La Jolla and is heating up.  Good news for the locals as temps are expected to 
reach the 70’s this weekend something the Cali and down south guys have been enjoying for some time.  
Last play week all the talk was about the red hot La Jolla Juggernaut and the Jugs finally lost a game as 
Tallahassee took the first game 3-2 with a wild come back in the last two innings.  No bother as the Jugs 
started another winning streak in game two.  Also surging are the ABL’s best in the Titusville Perfectos 
as Len has his club playing to a 5-1 record in their last six to post the league’s best record at 9-3.  The 
Perfectos have won three straight as they swept the Orlando Sharks this past play week.  The offense is 
averaging 5.8 runs per game during the streak as the pitching is holding the opposition to 3.5 runs per 
game.   The pitching mark is a misleading since Orlando did score 9 runs in a game two loss.  If you 
remove that game the Perfectos are down to 2.4 runs allowed in the other five games.  Power and pitching 
is carrying the Perfectos as T-Ville is tied with Syracuse for the most runs scored at 77 and lead runs 
against at 43 by a wide margin.  It should be mentioned that the high-powered Syracuse Hazard and 
Perfectos collide for four games in Titusville for slam week.  A lot of discussion in MLB about the lack of 
parity in the National League, in the ABL the National Division looks similar with Titusville already five 
games up in the standings only twelve games in.  The American Division is another story as we discussed 
last week with all five teams now above .500 and within a game of each other.  Speaking of close ball 
clubs, the number of extra-inning games the teams are playing is more in line with history in 2017.  Last 
year it was dramatically lower at this point with only 7% going extra.  This year 13% of the game have 
needed the extra session compared to 15% in 2015 and as much as 25% in 2014.  Clearly there is plenty 
of parity in the ABL’s American Division in 2017.  Which team will pull off a sweep in week seven and 
make a major move in the standings with the big 4 game series on deck?   
 
     

2017 ABL STANDINGS 
 

NATIONAL   W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY HOME  DIV  VS AD  

Titusville  9 3 -- .750 77 43 4-0 5-3 7-1 2-2 

Chesapeake Bay 8 4 1 .667 67 57 4-2 4-2 6-2 2-2 

Orlando  4 8 5 .333 51 72 3-3 1-5 3-7 1-1 

Tallahassee 4 8 5 .333 48 62 2-4 2-4 2-4 2-4 

Mudville  2 10 7 .167 50 76 0-4 2-6 2-6 0-4 

 

AMERICAN  W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY  HOME  DIV  VS ND 



Long Beach  7 5 -- .583 66 58 3-3 4-2 5-3 2-2 

Ocracoke  7 5 -- .583 66 60 4-4 3-1 5-3 2-2 

La Jolla  7 5 -- .583 56 63 4-4 3-1 5-3 2-2 

Syracuse  6 6 1 .600 77 64 2-4 4-2 2-6 4-0 

Albany  6 6 1 .500 56 59 2-4 4-2 3-5 3-1 

 

X-PLAYOFF SPOT Y-DIVISION       

Z- TIED FOR PLAYOFF SPOT, ONE GAME SHOWDOWNS 

 

DEADLINES: 

Play Week begins April 28th 

Recap and Score Sheets due May 8th 8 p.m. est. 

 

SCORES 

ALB  8  SYR  3 

ALB  3  SYR  0 

TA  3  LJ  2 

LJ  4  TA  1 

CB  8  MUD  1 

CB  9  MUD  0 

OC  1  LBI  1 

LBI  5  OC  0 

TV  5  ORL  1 

TV  12  ORL  9 

 

 

2017 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 
National Division 
Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(28th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen (Defending Champions)   
Tallahassee Terriers(27th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 
Orlando Sharks(16th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 
Titusville Perfectos(10th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    
Mudville Nine(3rd Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 
 
American Division 
Long Beach Island Starfish(15th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   
Syracuse Hazard(13th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   
Ocracoke Blackbeards(10th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen 
La Jolla Juggernaut(3rd Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 
Albany Lo-Sox(Expansion Season)  Michael Saaf 
  
 

ABL 2017 IP’S 
Tallahassee  15 
Mudville  15 
Titusville  15 
Syracuse  15 
Long Beach Island 15 
Ocracoke  15 
Chesapeake Bay 15 
La Jolla   15 



Albany   15 
Orlando  15 
 

 

 
 
ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 
1.  Crazy Play # 350-387 is rolled Pitcher is out of gas and is now exhausted.  Does the pitcher have to be 

removed immediately? 

 

ANSWER:  No.  The pitcher can stay in the game and pitch exhausted (fatigued) until two base runner’s 

reach base.  This will give relief pitchers time to warm-up in the bullpen if none are warmed up. 

Otherwise the relief pitcher enters the game exhausted (fatigued) if not warmed up in the bullpen.   

 
 

 
 

ABL TRIVIA: 
With 33% of the season completed, it’s a time of year teams can start to take inventory if their clubs are a 
contender in 2017 as the clubs head into the big four game slam week.  Chesapeake Bay captured the 
championship last season, at this point last season, did the Cats feel like contenders or pretenders? 
What was the Channel Cats record through twelve games before winning back to back titles? 
   

A) 5-7 
B) 6-6 
C) 7-5 
D) 8-4 

 
Trivia answer located after the previews and before the taxi teams. 

 
 



 
 
SKIBBY’S SPOTLIGHT: 
 

Skibby’s Spotlight - Week 7 Edition - It’s Gonna Pop Off! 

 

Good day baseball fans!  We’re now 6 weeks completed in the ABL, and 3 weeks completed in 

MLB.  How do they have more games than we do?  Maybe we gotta go to that 162 game 

schedule...with that insane idea aside, Spring Slam week is here and the All-Star break rapidly 

approaches.  Feels like just yesterday we were getting ready for the draft.  Time flies when 

you’re having fun! 

 

This week we go a little “what a strange trip it’s been” twice on you, with the usual MLB/ABL 

silliness.  So buckle in and here goes!! 

 

MLB Notes - Stay Off Motorized Vehicles! 

● MadBum reached the DL for the first time in his MLB career, but the injury is not 

related to his in game activities.  Evidently MadBum enjoys his time on his dirt bike, and 

a “freak accident” as he called it has left him with a sprained AC joint in his throwing 

shoulder along with some other injuries.  How will this affect his throwing remains to be 

seen, but I’ve seen estimates from 6-8 weeks before he can pick up a baseball to he 

may miss until the all-star break.  Definitely a major loss to the Giants, who have 

struggled out of the gate. 

● The biggest surprise in first place teams after 3 weeks may be the Baltimore 

Orioles.  In my eyes they made the fewest impact moves this offseason, but they’re 

sitting in first place at 13-5.  They may not be the best team overall (even in their 

division) but they’re off to a hot start and may continue making some noise as the 

season progresses. 

● The biggest surprise in last place teams might be the Royals.  Currently batting 

below the Mendoza line as a team and league worst in offensive output, it’s going to be 

hard to compete in that division that looks poised to beat the snot out of each other from 

now until the end of September.  Will the Royals take the “if it’s not tied down we’ll trade 

it” approach at the deadline this year? 

● Speaking of the Orioles, can we nickname Manny Machado “Spike”? 

● I find it interesting that the most control I’ve seen Matt Barnes exhibit on a pitch 

was the one that gave Machado a buzzcut.   

● There is some open discussion about how much longer Buster Posey and 

Jonathan Lucroy can stick behind the plate, since both have or will turn 30 soon.  Posey 



just won his first gold glove award.  Lucroy is no slouch either.  But teams want to 

maximize their value as long as they can.  And yet, Yadier Molina continues to fend off 

old age and looks like he could handle another decade behind the plate.   

● After allowing 5 runs in 2/3rds of an inning, Fernando Rodney may have the 

dubious claim to “worst closer in baseball” as he carries an 11.00 ERA into the weekend.  

It may be time for Arizona to make a change. 

● As everyone here knows, Aaron Judge’s body type might be better suited to 

offensive or defensive line play than that of an MLB outfielder.  Most teams do not carry 

a 6’7”, 280+lbs outfielder.  That has not stopped him from judging every baseball thrown 

his way and smiting them as hard and as far as he can.  7 home runs so far, and each of 

them looks more like a NASA launch sequence than a batter hitting a baseball.   

● There’s a subset of pitchers in top 5 for ERA in each league (Ervin Santana, 

James Paxton, Jason Vargas, Chase Anderson, Mike Leake, Gio Gonzalez, Jeremy 

Hellickson) that just screams to me “This won’t last long, they just haven’t gotten blown 

up yet.” 

 

What A Strange Trip It’s Been Part One - Most teams carry (at least) a backup catcher.  

Arguably the position most susceptible to minor injuries, dings, bruises, and the occasional foul 

ball to the junk.  What’s so strange about backup catchers?  Well, nothing really, except for one.  

The Baltimore Orioles’ Caleb Joseph. 

 

What’s so distinctive about Mr. Joseph?  Well, plainly put, it’s been 63 games since his last RBI.  

Now you’re probably thinking “So what, there’s 99 other games in a season, he can get one.”  

Well, if you look it up, he’s only played 5 games this year.  Which is less than 63 games.  And 

only 49 last year.  Add it up, and it’s still under 63. 

 

Caleb Joseph last had an RBI on Sept. 11, 2015.  That’s a very long time between RBIs.  I’d 

estimate that if he doesn’t sign for a small sum after the season, as he will be arbitration eligible 

for the first time, he’s a prime DFA candidate.  Editor’s Note: Caleb Joseph played one more 

game since the original writing.  Still no RBIs. 

 

What A Strange Trip It’s Been Part Two - This tale takes us a little farther than Baltimore.  

And out of the country twice.  Eric Thames was originally a draft choice of the Toronto Blue 

Jays, and would eventually make his MLB debut with the team.  Known for flashing plus power 

early on, but not for making consistent contact, the beginning of his career went like so many 

others we’ve seen.  Part time player.  Platoon player.  Up and down between AAA and MLB.  

Traded early to the Mariners.  In 2013 he spent the whole season in AAA without a callup to the 

Mariners.  Who by the way were 71-91 that year, so they could have afforded to let him see 

some MLB pitching. 

 

So Mr. Thames decided to take his show on the road and over to Korea, joining the NC Dinos.  

Pretty sure the NC doesn’t stand for North Carolina this time.  Why is this significant?  Well, 

apparently Korean food agrees with him, because he tore it up.  His MLB career average was 

.250 when he left, and he had 21 bombs to his name.  In 3 seasons, he his .349, and hit 124 



home runs.  That’s over 41 per year.  Not too shabby.  While there he won all-star appearances, 

an MVP, gold glove, a batting title, a home run title, and more.  So he did what many others in 

his situation would do.  He signed a long term deal. 

 

With the Milwaukee Brewers.  The Brewers had a need at first base, and are rebuilding and had 

an opportunity to give the rejuvinated Eric Thames a chance to prove he belongs in MLB.  And 

what MLB team doesn’t want a left handed bat with some pop in the lineup?  So far, he’s hitting 

.373 with 10 home runs.  As of this writing, the Red Sox have 11 home runs as a team.  

Editor’s Note - Eric Thames hit another one, so he is up to 11 on the season.  He has the 

most HRs for an individual.  He is now tied with the Red Sox at 11, who have the fewest 

of any team. 

 

I know, you (and I) are screaming “SMALL SAMPLE SIZE!!!” and you’re not wrong.  It’s hard to 

spot a trend in baseball in 25 games.  I do know it’s been fun to watch and his at bats have 

been impressive. 

 

Not everyone can leave MLB, learn the game overseas, and then come back and succeed.  

Wily Mo Pena tried a few times, as have others.  Cecil Fielder was successful.  There have 

probably been others.  Why did Thames succeed and Pena didn’t, with similar profiles?  I don’t 

know.  Pena was very successful overseas but it never translated back.  Maybe Thames will 

have a huge drop off eventually.  For now, I’m going to keep watching his at bats, and hopefully 

keep watching the balls fly.   

 

And keep remembering that the Brewers are in the player pool and cannot get pulled out… 

 

Spring Slam Preview - Spring Slam is here.  This upcoming play week.  It’s a glorious time of 

year, where teams can find out real quick and in a hurry where their season stands.  After this 

week there’s only one play week before the all-star break, and teams will be deciding what path 

they will take; buyer, seller, or watcher.  The new trade rules will impact these decisions.  More 

on that in the coming weeks.   

 

For now we’ll talk about what’s at stake (or risk) for the teams. 

 

The Outside Looking In - NL Edition - There are three teams sitting under .500 right now, 

Orlando, Tallahassee, and Mudville.  One of them (Orlando) if the season ended today would 

make the playoffs.  So if you’re sitting there thinking Mudville is toast, a strong Spring Slam 

would go a long ways to making up some distance in the standings.   

 

A strong slam for any of these three teams can get them closer to the postseason and as we 

know, anything can happen then.   

 

A weak slam could put the distance too great and the “players available” emails may start 

coming out from one or more of these teams. 

 



Better Than Their Record Indicates - I know they’re at .500 right now, but who would have 

thought the Hazard would be tied for last in the AL at Spring Slam?  Certainly no one in this 

league.  After a 5-1 start, the fortunes have reversed and it’s been a 1-5 slide to .500.  Rumors 

of a potential deal have started rumbling, but to my knowledge there’s been no movement. 

 

Albany and Syracuse are both at .500, and honestly I expected both teams to be much better 

than their current records.  Albany will face the scrappy Orlando Sharks, while the Hazard draw 

the first place Perfectos.  A split series keeps them close.  A sweep would likely propel them in 

the standings.  With as tight as the AL has been this year, getting swept may be hard to 

overcome.   

 

The Hunter - The Channel Cats, for being literal bottom feeders in nature, are hunting their prey, 

and they reside in Titusville.  C-Bay will get a tough draw in the upstart JUGGERNAUT but will 

look to make up that one game difference in the standings.  A sweep by the ‘Cats will solidify 

their position in the NL standings and send a warning shot to the rest of the ABL that they’re 

aiming to go back to back to back for the first time in ABL history. 

 

However, if the JUGGERNAUT come into town and handle their business (Kershaw will take the 

bump in this series) the ‘Cats may lose a bit of their swagger and start looking to make a move 

or two to keep up in the standings.   

 

Three’s A Crowd - One team fell out of this group, but there are still THREE teams tied for first 

in the AL.  I’d expect that to change after this week.  The JUGGERNAUT have been the hottest 

team in the league, and the Blackbeards can crush a baseball quite well (they hit 5 bombs in 

one game against me last week).  The Starfish keep raking in the hits, and as long as that 

keeps going, they’ll stay in a lot of games.  And the one run game streak was broken in a crazy 

one. 

 

Any of these teams winning their series will go a long way in solidifying their place in the 

standings.  Losing a series could make a team go from first to worst in a single week with as 

tight as the standings are.  There’s a lot at stake here going into the ASB. 

 

The King of the Castle - The Perfectos have gotten off to a great start and carry the league’s 

best record into Spring Slam.  They get maybe the toughest draw and the #numberslie victim of 

2017 in the Syracuse Hazard.  If the Hazard wake up this week, the Perfectos could be given a 

run for their money.  However, if the Perfectos remain victorious, it will show everyone that 

they’re the team to beat, and they will be hunted by the rest of the ABL for the duration of the 

season.  Bullseye proudly painted on their back for the duration. 

 

If they lose their series, there may be some questions around about what the Perfectos need to 

contend, and they’ll have to rebound before the all-star break hits. 

 

More on each of these series in the preview section.  As you can imagine, there’s a lot of 

standings at stake this week, and it’s a pressure filled weak for every team. 



 

Funny Interview Story - So on a loosely related baseball note, I had a job interview last week.  

During one of my phases, the interviewer told me to teach him something.  My initial reaction 

was “Fuck, what can I teach this guy?  I don’t know shit!” but he assured me it could be 

anything.  Something as simple as making a peanut butter sandwich.  I was still stumped for a 

second.  And then it hit me.   

 

And I taught him how I scout my players for draft day.  If you can find that whiteboard, you too 

can know all of the secrets behind my formulas.  If they haven’t erased it yet… 

 

Skibby Out! - That’s all for this week.  There’s only 24 more days before graduation, and 

apparently they expect me to do work before they give me that piece of paper that theoretically 

means someone should give me a job.  So everyone enjoy slam week, and watch some based 

balls! 

 
 

 
 
RULES OF THE GAME: 

 

Hit-By-Pitch Notes 

 

I wanted to record some thoughts about HBP and follow up on a discussion of 

the HBP injury rate I had with the Commish at a recent ballgame. I’ll probably 

expand on this for the next ABL Yearbook, but here’s what I’ve got so far. -LS 

 

The 2016 Triple Play Baseball cards used for the 2017 ABL season have an increased 

number of hit-by-pitch (HBP) outcomes compared to previous years. The HBP increase can 

have an impact on injuries, because of the ABL HBP Injury Chart. In light of this, I would 

like to answer the following three questions. 

 

1. How does the ABL HBP rate compare to MLB? 

2. How does the ABL HBP injury rate compare to MLB? 

3. What ABL rule changes could be made to bring ABL outcomes into line with MLB? 

 

The increase in HBP ranges was noted by Don in the 2017 ABL preseason. Since I have data 

for the outcome ranges of all cards eligible for the ABL in recent seasons, I can calculate the 

average HBP ranges for batter and pitcher cards. I used averages of the ‘vs. Left’ and ‘vs. 

Right’ sides, which were similar. 



 

In addition to the player cards, there are two Crazy Plays that result in HBPs. The  51-85 

range is an HBP with a brawl, and the 114-138 range is an HBP with the batter struck in the 

head. Both require an injury roll for the batter. 

 

The data for the batter-card, pitcher-card , and Crazy Play HBP probabilities are shown in 

the chart below for the last five ABL seasons. 

 

We can also add to this chart the MLB HBP stats from the corresponding seasons. For 

example, the cards for the 2017 ABL season are based on the 2016 MLB statistics. The MLB 

stats are taken from Baseball Reference and are simply the total number of HBP divided by 

the total number of Plate Appearances. (Regular season only.) 

 

 
 

 

Observations: 

 

• The 2017 ABL HBP rate is almost twice as much (188%) as the average of the 2013-

2016 seasons. 

• The ABL HBP rate was relatively constant during the 2013-2016 seasons. 

• The ABL HBP rate was in excellent agreement with MLB for the 2013-2016 seasons, 

but is much higher than MLB for the 2017 ABL season. 

• A small percentage of the total ABL HBPs come from the Crazy Play Chart. 

• The average ABL HBP ranges on the batter and pitcher cards are roughly equal. 

 

 



Before answering our first question, let’s compare the ABL HPB probabilities calculated 

from the cards to the actual ABL statistics compiled by the Legend. At this time the stats for 

2017 exist for the first five play weeks only, so it’s a small sample size compared to the 

complete 2016 data. The comparison is shown in the chart below for the 2016 and 2017 

ABL seasons. The “Analysis” data refers to the figures calculated using the card ranges, the 

Crazy Play Chart, and basic statistics. “Actual” indicates the ABL as-played stats. 

 

 

 
 

The “Analysis” figures have good agreement with the actual ABL stats, so that should 

increase confidence in the method of analyzing the cards and making theoretical 

predictions. 

 

The first question can now be answered. 

 

Q: How does the ABL HBP rate compare to MLB? 

 

A: The ABL HBP rate had excellent agreement with MLB during the 2013-2016 

ABL seasons, but the 2017 ABL season has an HBP rate that is almost double the 

MLB rate. 

 

The second question concerns the injuries that can occur because of HBPs. Let’s find values 

for the percentage of injuries per HBP. We will not consider the length of injuries. We’ll also 

make an assumption that a 4-injury rating is a reasonable overall average for the ABL. 

Because of the large HBP change in the 2017 ABL season, we’ll do a calculation for the 

2013-2016 average and a separate one for 2017.  

 

 

 



There are two HBP injury possibilities. The HBP ranges on the batter and pitcher cards 

(which are the vast majority of HBPs) lead to a roll on the custom ABL HBP Injury Chart. A 

4 injury player will be lost for the game for a red-white roll of 85-99, which is a 15% 

chance. The Crazy Play HBP leads to a roll on the custom ABL Injury Chart. A 4-injury 

player will be injured one or more games on a red-white roll of 50-99, a 50% chance. Doing 

the math yields the following injury-per-HBP rates: 

 

 ABL 2013-2016: 17.5% of HBPs result in injury 

 ABL 2017: 16.3% of HBPs result in injury 

 

You might expect that the 2017 number should be higher, since there are more HBPs in 

2017, but we are calculating injuries per HBP, so the total number of HBPs doesn’t matter. 

The reason the 2017 figure is a little lower is that Crazy Play HBPs (which carry a greater 

probability of injury) are a smaller proportion of the total HBPs, due to the large increase in 

HBPs off the batter and pitcher cards. So, regardless of the season, an ABL HBP results in an 

injury about 17% of the time. 

 

Instead of this theoretical calculation, it would be possible to compile an HBP injury rate 

from the actual ABL games, but that would require a time-consuming examination of many 

recaps and/or scoresheets. 

 

For the comparable MLB HBP injury rate we need to delve into the Retrosheet Event Files, 

which record detailed play and substitution information. I wrote a program to search the 

regular-season event files for a particular sequence in which a batter is hit by pitch, then is 

substituted with a pinch runner before the next plate appearance. This is my definition for 

an MLB HBP injury, and I think it’s proper, since in the ABL the immediate substitution of a 

pinch runner is required in the case of an HBP injury. I did not take into account hit 

batsmen in MLB that left for a pinch runner after one or more different batters, nor did I 

count hit batsmen that stayed in the game to run, but did not return to play defense. 

 

In the last five MLB regular seasons (2012-2016) there have been 7,935 HBPs and 230 

instances where the hit batsman has been immediately been replaced by a pinch runner.  

That works out to an MLB injury rate of 2.9% per HBP, and that provides an answer to the 

second question. 

 

 

Q: How does the ABL HBP injury rate compare to MLB? 

 

A: The ABL HBP injury rate is about six times higher than MLB, 17% vs. 2.9%. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Because the Triple Play Baseball HBP rates were so close to the MLB rates for the 2012-

2016 ABL seasons, I expect that the 2017 rate was unintended, and that the cards for the 

2018 ABL season will reflect an HBP rate that is more in line with the 2012-2016 ABL 

seasons. If that is the case, then no ABL rule change will be necessary to achieve good 

agreement with MLB, in regard to HBP rate. 

 

If, however, the cards for the 2018 ABL season are similar to 2017, then the ABL HBP rate 

will continue to be almost twice that of MLB. In that case the league might consider a rule 

change that would reduce the number of HBPs by requiring a re-roll for any even HBP 

outcome on the batter or pitcher cards. 

 

Because the ABL HBP injury rate is much higher than MLB, we might consider rule changes 

that would reduce the likelihood of HBP injuries. The most obvious method would be to 

modify or eliminate the ABL HBP Injury Chart. If that chart were eliminated, then the only 

HBP injury possibility would come from the HBP outcomes on the Crazy Play Chart. Again, 

a 4-injury batter will have a 50% chance of injury on the current ABL Injury Chart. Because 

the non-Crazy HBP outcomes are so different for the 2017 ABL season, we will calculate 

that separately. The figures for HBP injury rate with no ABL HBP Injury Chart are as 

follows. 

 

 ABL 2013-2016: 3.6% of HBPs result in injury 

 ABL 2017: 1.9% of HBPs result in injury 

 

Compare these figures to the MLB rate of 2.9%. They are both fairly close, certainly 

compared to the current figure of 17%. If the ABL HBP Injury Chart were eliminated, then 

the ABL HBP injury rate would be within one percentage point of the MLB value, regardless 

of whether the cards had the inflated HBP ranges of the 2017 ABL. 

 

Triple Play Baseball out-of-the-box does not call for an injury roll in the case of 

an HBP outcome from the batter or pitcher cards. The history of the ABL HBP 

chart is interesting. In a nutshell, it was introduced so that teams could 

deliberately throw at batters and knock them out of the game! 

 

The suggestions for rule changes above are summarized below in response to the third and 

final question. These are not the only changes that could be made to bring the ABL rates to 

MLB levels—I’m sure there are other ways to accomplish the same goals. 

 

Q: What ABL rule changes could be made to bring ABL outcomes into line with 

MLB? 

 

A: If the HBP rate from the cards continues to be elevated, then the rate could be 

brought down to MLB level by re-rolling half the initial HBP outcomes. The HBP 

injury rate could be brought down to MLB level by eliminating the ABL HBP 

Injury Chart. 
 
 



 
 
THE COMMISH CORNER:   
In The 2014 ABL Yearbook I wrote an article titled Managers Record which was an idea that stemmed 
from a section in the Bill James Handbook.  Basically, I looked at a few different manager strategies to 
compare how each manager was making more moves or less moves than their peers.  It’s no surprise that 
managers in the National Division pinch hit more, but which manager in the American Division pinch hits 
the most?  Who gives the most free passes and which manager uses the most relievers either by choice or 
due to need?  Below is the current data on the 2017 season through the first twelve games of the season. 
                                                                                                                 

 

 

Teams Pinch Run 

C-Bay 4 

Orlando 4 

Tall 1 

Titusville 1 

Mudville 1 

Long Beach 

Island 1 

Ocracoke 1 

Syracuse 0 

La Jolla 0 

Albany 0 

 

Teams Pinch Hit 

Tall 28 

Orlando 27 

Titusville 24 

Mudville 24 

C-Bay 23 

Syracuse 15 

La Jolla 15 

Long Beach 

Island 12 

Ocracoke 9 

Albany 8 



Teams Def Sub 

Mudville 9 

Tall 4 

Orlando 4 

Syracuse 4 

C-Bay 3 

Long Beach 

Island 3 

Ocracoke 3 

Titusville 2 

Albany 2 

La Jolla 0 

 

Teams RP used 

Orlando 31 

Syracuse 30 

Ocracoke 30 

C-Bay 29 

Mudville 29 

Long Beach 

Island 29 

Tall 28 

La Jolla 27 

Titusville 26 

Albany 19 

 

Teams IBB 

Orlando 3 

C-Bay 2 

Tall 2 

Syracuse 2 

Long Beach 

Island 1 

Ocracoke 1 

Titusville 0 

Mudville 0 

La Jolla 0 

Albany 0 

 

 



 
 
FUTURE STARS: 
As everyone knows you can see many future MLB players visiting your local minor league ballpark 
throughout the spring and summer.  Another source for checking out future Major League ball players is 
summer college ball.  Summer College Ball leagues are spread throughout the country and start playing 
games in early June as the spring college season winds down for most teams.  A few years ago, former 
Las Vegas Viper manager Shawn Fitzpatrick and I were able to catch a former MLB pitcher’s son and he 
dazzled with his velocity and command. 
 
We saw him on 7/4/11 in Cooperstown…..now he’s headed to the show! 
 
http://pgcbl.com/news/?article_id=2476 
 
 
Pics of him back in 2011…. 
 
https://www.flickr.com/gp/99981616@N08/213394 
 
 

 
 
HIGH SCHOOL RECAP: 

Former ABL Hall of Fame Manager Don Allen Sr. has joined another ABL Hall of Fame Manager in 

Michael Allen in the dugout for the Chenango Valley Warriors 2017 Season.  He’s a quick recap of their 

latest win from the former Atlantic City Gambler manager. 

 
at CV 



Owego 2-0; bottom of the 6th and CV scores 1 and then 2 more on a 2 out triple and lead 3-2. We go the 
7th (9th) 
  
Owego batter; 2B 
next batter; HBP 
next batter; sac move runners 2nd & 3rd. 
  
I look at the scorecard and next batter as hurt us with 2 hits already, I jump off the bench and head for 
Michael (IBB) and Michael looks at me and turns heads for the umpire and say’s walk him. 
I didn’t get a chance to say anything. 
  
3-2 bases loaded; 1 out 
  
next batter RG 3B; throw home runner out and now 2 outs bases loaded. 
  
Now this might show up on ESPN; score 3-2 bases are juice and 2 outs and let’s add a full count. 
  
How would think this game would end with a crazy play (in my book) 
  
next pitch; is high and would have been ball 4 (tied game) but the ball hits the bat and rolls in front of the 
plate. The catcher jumps out and grabs it touches home plate game over; CV WINS 
  
never in my life have I’ve seen such a play and maybe it happens a lot in High School baseball. It was a 
thrilling game. Guess what; we play them next at Owego on Monday. 
  
CV reporter out 
 
 

 
 
FUTURE ABL MANAGERS:   
Reminder to all managers that if you find someone interested in baseball let’s get them started in the ABL 
Developmental Plan playing practice games.  Contact the Commish for a sample set of cards/charts and 
start teaching the ABL’s next Billy Martin the excitement of tabletop baseball. 
 
ABL Developmental Plan Guidelines: 
At a minimum new perspective managers, must complete the following: 



1. Two practice games with an ABL Manager with score sheets. 
2. One practice game with an ABL Manager on the dice roller. 
3. Total of three practice games must be completed with ABL Managers. 
4. Then the new perspective manager should request an ABL Expansion Application. 
5. Finally, the new perspective manager should pay the $60 operational fee once their ABL 

Expansion Application is approved. 
 
 

 
 
TRANSACTION REPORT: 

4/12 TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Chris Carter and called up Dexter Fowler. 
 
4/16 TAXI TEAM:  Orlando sent down Carlos Rodon and called up John Lackey. 
 
4/25 TAXI TEAM:  Titusville sent down Rougned Odor and called up Jackie Bradley. 
 
 
 

 
 

INJURY/SUSPENSION REPORT: 

PLAYER                  TEAM         GAMES        ACTIVE       WEEK?  OFF/IR 
C. Rodon  ORL  4  GM-66   7 
 

 

 
 

RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 

Syracuse at Albany 

Game One 



Albany 8 Syracuse 3  

The Hazard rolled into Albany for an American League showdown. In honor of Passover, the Hebrew 
Hammer got things started with a solo jack in the 2nd. Albany answered with a deuce, compliments of 
"LL" Contreras going yard with Arenado aboard. Syracuse kept the see-saw tilting with four straight hits 
from the 1-4 slots. Two runs came across before Braun went Infield Range with a Ripped! to short. Story 
got love from the roller and doubled off Papi, who never stopped running and just kept going into the 
dugout. The Lo-Sox exploded in the 5th against Quintana, touching the lefty for a 5-spot powered by 
dongs from Story and Contreras (maybe LL stands for Loves Lefties?).The gas to the fire was provided 
by the Error Chart. Cabrera was challenged at 1B with two runners on. His E rating of 16 made the 
pickings slim for Albany, but the Roller Gods were smiling and a sub-5 result netted a rare 2-base 
error. Oh mierda! Thor excelled on the bump, going the distance, striking out 11, including 8 of the last 
12 outs. 

Lines of the game:  

YELICH 4-1-3-1, 3-2Bs 

CONTRERAS  4-2-2-3, 2-HRs 

  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E 

SYR  1 2        3 11 1 

ALB  2   5  1  X  8 13 0 

 

SYR Pitching 

Quintana 6 (L) 

Bowman 1 

Strop 1 

  

ALB Pitching 

Syndergaard 9 (W) 

  

INJURIES 

None 



CRAZY PLAYS  

(779) Duvall doubled over Suzuki, who crashed the wall and stayed in game 

 

Game Two 

Albany 3 Syracuse 0  

The nightcap featured Jared Eickhoff and @Tsunamy27 facing off. You could argue that Eickhoff out-
pitched Martinez, but the score wouldn't back up that claim. Hits were scarce and so were runs. Solo 
tallies elicited yawns on both sides. The real drama was...could Syracuse tie (or beat!) the MLB record for 
most double plays in a game? Papi got things going in the 1st with a hard smash to LeMahieu (4-6-3). In 
the 4th, Papi one-upped himself by erasing a runner, and himself, by one-hopping a ball to Carp, who 
turned the rare 3-6-1 DP. After an error by Martinez loaded the bases with one out, Jose Altuve strolled 
into the box and hit a rope to Story who handled half of the twin-killing himself (6-3). The Hazard were 
half way to the record with only four innings left. Miggy, ever the consummate team player, gave himself 
up after walking and singling by erasing Yelich in the 6th and suddenly, it seemed possible.Things looked 
up for Cuse when the Albany skipper curiously yanked Tsunamy in favor of LHOOGY Claudio only to 
force the appearance of Wilmer Flores with two aboard. Flores has a homerun range of 100-400 vs. lefties 
and Claudio gets lit up to a .310 clip by righties. Could Cryin' Wilmer snatch defeat from the jaws of 
victory? Crack went the bat, pop went the glove and 6-4-3, end of inning, Cuse had a chance to tie the 
record in the 8th but Altuve and Yelich came up empty and Miggy's hard smash to 2nd came with two 
already down. Melancon didn't give Syracuse a chance in the 9th, setting them down in order. 
Cinco doble jugada. Mierda!  

Line of the game:  

SYRACUSE 5-DPs 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E 

SYR DP   DP DP DP DP    0 5 0 

ALB  1  1 1    X  3 8 2 

  

SYR Pitching 

Eickhoff 8 (L) 

 

ALB Pitching 

Martinez 6.1 (W) 

Claudio 0.2 



Bedrosian 1 

Melancon 1 (S) 

  

INJURIES 

None 

 

CRAZY PLAYS  

None from the chart, but plenty on the infield 

 

 

La Jolla at Tallahassee 

REMATCH GOES TO TALLAHASSE AFTER WALK OFF HR 
 
GM# 1 
LaJolla ace starting pitcher and Cy Young winner C. Kershaw would go up against AL CY Young winner 
R. Porcello in a rematch from there last outing. Game one went to Kershaw, game 2 look that way early 
on as Beltran and Span would deliver solo blast in the 2inning for a 2-0 lead. Those 2 runs seemed like 20 
runs as Kershaw was his usual nasty self. Going 8 innings given up 9 hits 1 walk and striking out 14 
batters. His one mistake came in the 8th when Tomas closed his eyes on a swing and got lucky and 
connect for a solo balst 2-1. Porcello pitched well after the 2nd going 7 innings himself gien up 8 hits and 
those 2 solo shots. Torres and Colome pitched perfect 8th and 9th innings for the Terriers. In the bottom 
of the 9th Jansen comes in for the save situation Gordon would boot one and Gyorko would reach 1st. 
Tallahassee decides to PH for Castillo last year's team MVP with Rizzo possible this year's MVP. He 
would send one high and far over the right field wall for a walk off 2-run shot. Final 3-2 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Kershaw 8ip  
Jansen 0ip Loss 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Porcello 7ip 
Torres 1ip 
Colome 1ip Win 
 
HR 
Beltran, Span, Tomas and Rizzo 
 
Injuries None 
 



 
LAJOLLA RESPONDS LATE TO EARN SPLIT 
GM#2 
Second game of the series had two more studs on the mound in Cueto vs Bumgarner. Both pitchers would 
throw up zeros early. In the 4th LaJolla got on the board with a walk followed by back to back single 
Beltran picking up the RBI. Cueto was almost unhittable going 7 strong innings allowing 4 singles and no 
walks while striking out 7. In the 8th Terriers bring in LHP Diekman who would allow 6 of the 8 men he 
faced to reach base.  Jay and ex-Terrier Prado would pick up RBI's and a 4-1 lead. In the 9th Jansen back 
would give up a 2out solo HR to Gyorko to break up the shutout. Final 4-1 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Cueto 7ip Win 
Ott 1ip 
Jansen 1ip 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Bumgarner 5ip Loss 
Torres 2ip 
Diekman 1ip 
Cervenka 1ip 
 
HR 
Gyorko 
 
No Injuries 
 
Great time Kevin good luck the rest of the season.  Legend 
 
 
Mudville at Chesapeake Bay 

Lucroy goes deep but Max Scherzer dominates to make up from thrashing back on opening day 
Game # 1 
Arrieta vs. Scherzer 
Nine get it going early with a JT Realmuto RBI double to plate Diaz.  Cats come back in bottom of the 
second inning as Matt Lucroy leads off with solo bomb off the deep chart.  Max Scherzer helps himself in 
the 4th with a double to plate two aided by some confusion in the outfield as a fan yelled “I got it!” and 
Trout and Dietrich collided.  Cats take a 3-0 lead and Mudville Nine lose both players for the game as it 
seems par for the course for the struggling Nine.  Cats added a two out RBI single in the 5th from Lucroy 
as Max was rolling.  Two times Scherzer retired nine Mudville batters in a row.  Cats added some 
insurance in the 8th plating four more as Rondon struggled and a Diaz error prolonged the 
inning.  Scherzer would go the distance this time around for the Cats victory.     
 
Line of the game:  

Scherzer 9-IP 5-H 1-R 1-ER 1-BB 12-K 0-HR 1-CG 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E LOB

Mud  1         1 5 2 6 

C-Bay  1  2 1   4 X  8 15  11 

 



Pitching 
Mudville 
L  Arrieta  7.1 
Rondon  .1 
Blanton  .1 
 
Injuries: 
Dietrich/Trout collided (4th) (Out for the Game) 
 

C-Bay 
W  Scherzer  9.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Cats hit three solo bomb and pitch shutout as Nine couldn’t get the big hit 
Game # 2 
Estrada vs. Strasburg 
Cats strike first on a Soler solo bomb for a 1-0 lead in the 3rd.  Turner goes deep to lead off the 6th for the 
Cats for a 2-0 lead.  After a Valbuena strikeout, Giancarlo gets into a hanging slider by Estrada for a 3-0 
lead.  Fowler then reached on a Escobar error and Strasburg helped his cause with a RBI single for a 4-0 
lead.  The bullpen struggles continued for Mudville as Strickland entered and allowed five more runs as 
Cats played single in the next guy for a 9-0 lead.  Addison Reed and Phelps closed it out as the Nine left 
11 runners on base but couldn’t get the big hit to push one across the plate. 
 
Line of the game:  

Strasburg  7-IP 6-H 0-R 0-ER 3-BB 9-K 0-HR  
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  R H E LOB

Mud           0 8 2 11 

C-Bay   1   3 5  X  9 9  9 

 

Pitching 
Mudville 
L  Estrada  6.0 
Strickland  1.0 
Duke  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
C-Bay 
W  Strasburg  7.0 
Reed  1.0 
Phelps  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 



Casey, nice time rolling and talking baseball even though the games weren’t close.  Keeps those hands 
back and hope you feel better! 
 
Ocracoke at Long Beach Island 
Ocracoke rolls up to NJ to face off against the Starfish, in a battle for first place, and with hopes of no 
extra innings and no injuries... 
 
Game 1 - Darvish vs. Kluber - Ocracoke would waste NO time screwing up the no injuries thing, as 
Springer would hit a liner up the middle that Kluber just couldn't dodge, and he'd be removed after facing 
2 batters and retiring no one.  De La Rosa would come in and retire a couple before giving up a 3 run 
bomb to Joc Jams and give OC an early 3-0 lead.  LBI would get their revenge however, as Bryant would 
line one up the middle that Darvish couldn't get out of the way of, and HE'D be removed before hitting 
the 3 inning mark.  V-Mart would do his own style of damage in the 4th hitting a deep fly ball that would 
leave the park and give OC a 4-0 lead.  LBI would manufacture a run in the 5th, with a Baez stolen base, 
a Jankowski single, and then a sac fly from Garcia to make it 4-1.  Soon it would just get out of hand, as 
Trayce "My brother didn't get all the talent" Thompson would hit a 2 run shot in the 7th, followed by a 4 
run shot in the 8th, as LBI fans sit in the stands and think "REALLY" in another bizarre game against the 
Blackbeards.  Meanwhile, in the 7th, Ryan Schimpf would get rung up for the 4th time, and off comes the 
helmet and down goes the bat as he starts berating the home plate ump.  The ump would tell him to go hit 
the showers, as frustration overflows for one Blackbeard as the rest celebrate stomping some Starfish.  Joc 
Jams would add a solo shot in the 9th, taking the tally to 11-1, and the Starfish fans would wonder what 
could have been if only Kluber didn't get hit by that ball.....  Final Score Ocracoke 11 LBI 1 
 
Pitching 
Ocracoke 
Darvish 2.2 
<W> Andriese 3.0 
Dull 1.1 
Lugo 1.0 
Watson 1.0 
 
LBI  
<L> Kluber 0.0 
De La Rosa 4.0 
Salas 1.0 
Buchter 2.0 
Ziegler 1.0 
Familia 1.0 
 
Injuries 
OC - Darvish (4 games) 
LBI - Kluber (1 game) 
 
 
Game 2 - The Shark vs. Carrasco - LBI fans would be more hopeful for "no injuries" in this one, as the 
bullpen was pretty tired from game 1.  Ocracoke would try to get on the board first with a deep fly off the 
"Ball Park Effects" chart, with Ryan Schimpf at bat and the wind blowing out....the odds are in their favor 
but it would fall just short and land in the glove of Jankowski and that would end the first.  In the second, 
Joc Jams would try to show him how it's done...on the deep chart...with the wind out...but HE would also 
fall short.  Meanwhile for LBI Gonzo would hit a 2 run shot in the 2nd to take an early 2-0 lead, and then 
Healy would add two more in the 3rd with a bases loaded GCF to give LBI a 4-0 lead.  Carrasco would be 



dealing and face the minimum through 5, thanks to some well timed double play action.  Ocracoke would 
again try to go deep in the 6th, this time with Cesar Hernandez, but he wouldn't hit it close enough to the 
line to go foul, and Mookie would catch it a little before the warning track in RF.  In the 8th, Ocracoke 
would AGAIN try to hit one out on the deep chart, this time Trayce would make the attempt, but Mookie 
Betts again would make the catch, this time a little closer to the wall, but it would again stay in the 
park.  In the bottom of the 8th, Healy would teach them how to hit home runs on the deep chart, leading 
off with a solo shot of his own, and that would be all she wrote in this one.  Carrasco pitched a gem, Salas 
finished it off, and LBI takes another split.  Final Score LBI 5 Ocracoke 0 
 
Pitching 
Ocracoke 
<L> Shark 7.0 
Uehara 1.0 
 
LBI  
<W> Carrasco 8.0 
Salas 1.0 
 
No Injuries 
 
Thank you Duran for taking time out on a Friday to get the games in.  As always an entertaining series 
and look forward to our Summer Slam matchup! 
 
 
Titusville at Orlando 
Titusville heads over to Orlando for their first return to the Shark Tank..  
Game # 1 warm, clear and WIND OUT... 
 
LONG BALL TOO MUCH SHARKS SPEED.  
Verlander on the hill for the Sharks and Hendricks for the Perfectos.  
Titusville starts out with a double from Cepsedes that drives in Grandal, 1-0 Titus.  
Perfectos get 2 more in the 3rd off a HR from Grandal (the Shark Killer) 3-0. Hendricks would retire 16 
in row after Hamilton led off the bottom of the first with base hit and a sb. Peraza gets the 1b, 1st and 3rd 
no outs, then the 16 in a row started.Top of the 6th and Cespedes hits a solo shot. 5-0. Sharks muster up a 
run using SPEED. Hamilton gets a 1b, steals 2b and a gcf for Peraza, 5-1. This is how the game would 
end. Perfectos win 5-1 and are 3-0 vs the Sharks.  
 
  
TITUSVILLE BOX SCORE 
PITCHING 
Hendricks 8ip (W) 
Gregerson 1ip  
 
ERROR 
none 
 
SB 
none 
 
HBP 



Hendricks by Velrander in the 9th. Hendricks hbp fatigued Verlander with one out to go in the 9th. 
Verlander comes out and Hendricks comes out, he was shaken up by the fastball and could not finish the 
game.  
 
INJURIES 
Hendricks out for game 
 
HR 
Grandal 1 (2) 
Cespedes 1 (4) 
Encarcion 1 (5) 
 
ORLANDO 
PITCHING 
Verlander 8 2/3ip (L) 
Ryan 1/3ip 
 
ERROR 
none 
 
SB 
Hamilton 2 (8) 
 
CS 
Peraza in the 6th by Grandal 
 
HBP  
none 
 
INJURIES 
Salty out for game 
Collision at home as Machado was sent home to score. Salty held on for the out, but couldn't get back up 
to play.  
 
 
Game # 2 
MOre of the same weather, warm, but partly cloudy, wind still out.  
BACK TO A "NORMAL" GAME WITH T-VILLE EARNING THE SWEEP. 
Robbie Ray who struggled against T-Ville last time vs Sale. 
T-VIlle starts off showing Ray whose boss, a walk to Grandal and a 2 run bomb on the first pitch to 
Cepsedes, Later Machado gets a solo bomb,.3-0 real fast. Peraza leads off the bottom of the innig with a 
1b, Simmons 1b, then a gcf by Beltre. 3-1 after one. T=Ville says hold on, and Grandal Jacks a 2 run 
bomb in the 2nd 5-1 T-Ville. Bottom of the 3rd we go and Pedroia leads off with a base hit, followed by 
Simmons base hit on the hit and run, 1st and 3rd no outs. Beltre can't hit the HR, Myers can't even make 
contact, then out of nowhere,(no not and RKO) but close, Clahoun hits a 3 run jack to put the Sharks 
within 1. T-VIlle gets 1 inthe 4th, then 3 in the 6th a solo bomb by encarncion and a double driving in two 
by Rosales. T-Ville takes control again, 9-4. Bottom of the 6th the Sharks attack, lead off double by 
Myers, gcf by Calhoun, Then with 2 on and 1 out Kinsler comes in to pinch hit for the pitcher, he doubles 
to cf to score McCann and Hamilton scores form 1st as Cepsedes throw is off (ERROR) and not held by 
Grandal, Kinsler to 3rd on the error. Peraza get sthe rbi and the Sharks score 4. 9-8 after 6. Perfectos get 
one in the 7th, then Orlando tries to keep it close in the 8th with more Buck Ball. a ph walk to Maybin, he 



steals 2b  and Grandal has a bad throw to the outfield as Maybin trots to 3rd on the ERROR> Hamilton 
gets the sacrificial rbi on the rg. SPEED KILLZ... But in the top of the 9th Grandal makes up for his error 
and jacks a 2 run BOMB of the cf wall puttin the nail in the coffin. final here 12-9. Titusville gets the 
sweep (AGAIN). 
 
 
BOX  
TITUSVILLE 
PITCHING 
Sale 5 1/3ip  
Gregerson 1 2/1 ip (W) 
Kontos 1ip 
Thornburg 1ip (S) 
 
SB 
none 
 
HR 
Grandal 2(4) 
Cespedes 1(5) 
Encarcion 1(6) 
Machado 1 (3) 
 
ERRORS 
Cespedes (6th inning) 
Grandal (8th inning) 
 
INJURIES 
none 
 
SHARKS 
 
PITCHING 
Ray 5 2/3ip (L) 
Logan 1/3ip 
May 2ip 
Ryan 1ip 
 
SB 
Hamilton 1(9) 
Maybin 1 (1) 
 
HR 
Calhoun 1(2) 
 
CS 
Peraza (picked off 1b in the 6th) Grandal Peraza CS 6 times so far this year, still won''t deter me from 
trying...... 
 
ERRORS  
none. 



 
NO INJURIES 
 
Lenny, thanks for rolling on a dreary saturday afternoon. Good Luck at Spring Slam, you do have the 
Hazard to contend with.  
 
notes, plenty of error against the Sharks, none made. SHarks have only 1 error in the first 12 games. I will 
take the little wins....LOL  
    
 
 

 
 

ABL PITCHING STATUS: 
Chesapeake Bay 
Scherzer Rest 3 games 
Strasburg Rest 4 games  
Lester  Rested 
Greinke  Rest 1 game 
deGrom Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Reed pitched in one game 
Phelps pitched in one game 
 
Tallahassee 
Porcello Rest 3 games 
Bumgarner Rest 4 games 
Archer  Rested 
J. Fernandez Rest 1 game 
F. Hernandez Rest 2 games 
Straily  Rested 
Bullpen: 
Torres must REST in game one  
Diekman pitched in one game 
Cervenka pitched in one game 
 
Orlando 
Verlander Rest 3 games 
Ray  Rest 4 games 
Fulmer  Rested 
Nola  Rest 1 game 
Rodon  Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
May must REST in game one  
Ryan must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  



Logon pitched in one game 
 

Titusville 
Hendricks Rest 3 games 
Sale  Rest 4 games 
Wright  Rested 
Iwakuma Rest 1 game 
Santana  Rest 2 games 
Gonzalez Rested 
Bullpen: 
Gregerson must REST in game one  
Kontos pitched in one game 
Thornburg pitched in one game 
 

Mudville 
Arrieta  Rest 3 games 
Estrada  Rest 4 games 
Lewis  Rested 
Guerra  Rest 1 game 
Bauer  Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Strickland pitched in one game 
Duke pitched in one game 
 

Long Beach Island 
Kluber  Rest 3 games 
Carrasco Rest 4 games 
Nolasco Rested 
Davies  Rest 1 game 
Price  Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
De La Rosa must REST in game one  
Salas pitched in one game 
 

Syracuse 
Quintana Rest 3 games 
Eickhoff Rest 4 games 
Hamels  Rested 
Pomeranz Rest 1 game 
Walker  Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Rested 
 

Ocracoke 
Darvish  Rest 3 games 
Samardzija Rest 4 games 
Maeda  Rested 
Odorizzi Rest 1 game 
Griffin   Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Uehara pitched in one game 



 
La Jolla 
Kershaw Rest 3 games 
Cueto  Rest 4 games 
Hill  Rested  
Shoemaker Rest 1 game 
Hellickson Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Jansen must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Oh pitched in one game 
 
Albany 
Syndergaard Rest 3 games 
Martinez Rest 4 games 
Gray  Rested 
Chatwood Rest 1 game 
Anderson Rest 2 games 
Bullpen: 
Claudio pitched in one game 
Bedrosian pitched in one game 
Melancon pitched in one game 
 
 

 
Home Run Picture courtesy of Atlantic City Gambler ABL Hall of Fame Manager 

 

A LOOK AHEAD IN THE ABL: 



 
 

Series Previews - Week 7 - Spring Slam!!!! 

 

Here we are kids.  Spring slam.  We’ve made it through ⅓ of the season so far, and our gift for 

reaching this milestone?  Have a 4 game set that could make or break your season.  Sounds 

like a great present to me!  It’s one of two times in the regular season where we could have a 

series winner/loser, and a team’s direction could very well be decided by how the next few 

games go.  It’s like a shock to the system.  Sure, you may lose 4 straight during the season, or 

win 4 straight, but when it’s spread over two weeks it loses a little of the impact.  Losing a slam 

can have a greater impact on a team’s psyche than a short losing streak.  How do you avoid this 

feeling? 

 

Don’t lose your series.  It’s that simple.   

 

And with that, on to the previews! 

 

Series One - Syracuse Hazard (6-6) vs. Titusville Perfectos (9-3) 

 

The Hazard will travel to warmer weather, and in search of some wins, as the #numberslie 

victim of 2017 face off against the first place Perfectos in an interleague matchup. 

 

Stop me if you’ve heard this before.  “What’s going on in Syracuse?”  “Well their starting pitc….” 

and that’s about where you’d stop me.  Why?  Because each and every Hazard starting pitcher 

that isn’t riding the taxi squad pine has an ERA between 4.50 (Jerad Eickhoff) and over 9.50 

(Drew Pomeranz).  All six Hazard losses have been charged to the starting pitching, while they 

WEEK 7 APR 28 - MAY 7 RESULTS  D.M./V. MAN  SITE MGR NL/AL D/N

61 SYRACUSE TITUSVILLE COOP LENNY NL DAY

62 SYRACUSE TITUSVILLE DAY

63 SYRACUSE TITUSVILLE DAY

64 SYRACUSE TITUSVILLE DAY

65 ORLANDO ALBANY BUCK MICHAEL AL DAY

66 ORLANDO ALBANY DAY

67 ORLANDO ALBANY DAY

68 ORLANDO ALBANY DAY

69 OCRACOKE TALLAHASSEE DURAN DON JR. NL DAY

70 OCRACOKE TALLAHASSEE DAY

71 OCRACOKE TALLAHASSEE DAY

72 OCRACOKE TALLAHASSEE DAY

73 MUDVILLE LONG BEACH CASEY SKIBBY AL DAY

74 MUDVILLE LONG BEACH DAY

75 MUDVILLE LONG BEACH DAY

76 MUDVILLE LONG BEACH DAY

77 CHESAPEAKE BAY LA JOLLA COMMISH KEVIN AL DAY

78 CHESAPEAKE BAY LA JOLLA DAY

79 CHESAPEAKE BAY LA JOLLA DAY

80 CHESAPEAKE BAY LA JOLLA DAY



have only been awarded two wins.  While a team like the Hazard are surely capable of putting 

up runs in bunches, it is difficult to ask Miggy and the boys to make a run at doggie ball heroics 

each and every game it seems.  The offense is tops in the league, and they have a positive run 

differential so far, but the Hazard may be making a move or two before long to get some new 

blood (or in this case new arms) in a hope to get back on top of the AL. 

 

What’s going right in Titusville?  How about everything?  They can pitch (3.11 ERA is tops in the 

league), they can crush (31 home runs is tops in the league), they get on base (45 walks tops in 

the league), and they score (77 runs tied for top marks with Syracuse).  The bullpen has been 

dominating as one may expect, the starting pitching has been better than expected, and the 

offense is taking advantage of getting guys on base by ensuring they reach home in a timely 

fashion.  Usually via a moderating jogging pace as they round the bases after a long home run.  

Will the Perfectos add another name to the list o’ dudes that hit bombs this year?  Jett Bandy is 

getting mighty lonely on that list.  But he’s not because ten dudes are on it.  The question may 

soon become “how many dudes go yard in Tittyville this year?” 

 

So an underachieving team heads off to face the best record in the league.  This will be an 

exciting series and there will be much attention paid to how this one goes down around the 

league. 

 

Series Two - Orlando Sharks (4-8) vs. Albany Lo-Sox (6-6) 

 

The Sharks make a long trip out west to face off against the expansion Lo-Sox for their first 

matchup in ABL history. 

 

Orlando is having a bit of a rough go in their first year back.  They seem to be having a lot of fun 

though, because they’re sure runnin’ a lot!  The Sharks lead the league in swipes with 15, ten 

more than the next closest team.  They haven’t shown much power (or poor man’s power) so 

this is the hard way to get a two bagger.  That is the definition of Buck Ball though so expect a 

running Twitter tally of how many bags get swiped in this one.  Unless Willson Contreras says 

“swiper no swiping!” and starts throwing dudes out.  The Sharks have to be careful on the base 

paths, because runs may be at a premium, and they don’t want to run themselves out of an 

inning or the game.  Interesting note: rookie Jose Peraza has more CS (5) than SB (4), which is 

a tad surprising, and shows that the spots he’s selecting aren’t the best, or he’s making a lot of 

attempts and this will average out.  Billy Hamilton however has been successful 9 out of 10 

times. 

 

Oh Albany, you keep toying with you #1 fan’s heart.  A few weeks ago you lose a tough series 

with La Jolla, getting swept in the interstate matchup, but then you come back last week and 

sweep past the Hazard.  Will the REAL Slim Shady please stand up?  The offensive production 

has been spread pretty evenly, and Willson Contreras may be the early Rookie of the Year 

favorite.  The Lo-Sox will go as far as their starting pitching will carry them, as they have thus far 

used the bullpen sparingly.  They may have to get more involved this week with all the extra 

throws to first, second, and third the starters will be making if they allow a baserunner.   



 

It will be a tough test for the Lo-Sox, as they face off against an unconventional Sharks squad, 

as both teams look to make a climb in the standings. 

 

Series Three - Ocracoke Blackbeards (7-5) vs. Tallahassee Terriers (4-8) 

 

The Blackbeards travel to face the Legend in a 4 game set, and historically the Terriers have 

held the Blackbeards (and other versions of the Duran Allen led squad) in check. 

 

It looks as though the Blackbeards have taken a page out of the ol’ Perfectos play book.  They 

hit home runs well (9 different guys have gone yard, 2nd in league in long balls) and they have 

utilized their bullpen well to gain an advantage in the late innings.  Cesar Hernandez has been 

the spark the team needed and Joc Jams and Klay Thompson’s brother have been mashing 

baseballs left and right.  Seems like the game plan thus far has been ride the starter just long 

enough to not overwork the bullpen, and then leave the heavy lifting for the multiple arms 

rocking the bullpen.  It’s worked so far, though historically the series against the Legend have 

proven difficult. 

 

The Terriers are facing a similar issue in in 2017 as they have the past few years.  Someone, 

ANYONE has to step up and help the core of the lineup.  It doesn’t have to be the same dude 

every game, but right now Herrera, Rizzo, and Walker seem to be doing the bulk of the work, 

and the rest of the lineup is tailing off quickly.  Terriers fans would like to see some 

improvements from Davis and Segura, both still trending below the Mendoza line.  The rotation 

has been steadily holding on, but the lack of run support has been plaguing the starting pitching.  

It is certainly not too late for the Terriers to get back into the thick of things, and a matchup with 

the Blackbeards at slam may be the perfect popping off point to begin making a run up the 

standings. 

 

Series Four - Mudville Nine (2-10) vs. Long Beach Island Starfish (7-5) 

 

The Nine head south a few hours to try and get their season going in the direction they intended 

earlier in the season. 

 

Mudville has struggled thus far, sitting towards the bottom in offense and pitching respectively.  

On the bright side, Mike Trout is hitting consistently, even if the power hasn’t arrived yet.  He 

only has one longball so far, which is as many as Jake Arrieta has, which is good and bad for 

each player.  Justin Bour has also been really good, leading the team in homers and RBIs.  

However, the Nine are the only team still in single digits in home runs, averaging 0.75 per game.  

That can change against LBI, who does have some issues with allowing the long ball.  The 

pitching struggles of the Nine can be traced directly to the bullpen, with only Jason Kipnis and 

Joe Blanton carrying respectable ERAs.  The bullpen has been a detriment so far, so Nine fans 

(that’s fans of the team, not the number of fans they have) may post some open tryouts or 

practice opportunities to get the bullpen going in the right direction. 

 



LBI comes in with 5 straight splits, and they have Kris Bryant leading the way offensively.  He 

has some help this year, with Healy and Gonzo performing well, but there are some struggles, 

most notably from first rounder Javier Baez.  The defense has been good but the bat has been 

MIA in most action thus far.  The bullpen comes having reached maximum action against the 

Blackbeards after Kluber got taken out by a line drive up the middle.  The arms are loose and 

the ‘pen is ready, but will it be enough to take advantage of a struggling Mudville club as the 

Starfish look to put some distance between themselves and the rest of the AL? 

 

Series Five - Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats (8-4) vs. La Jolla JUGGERNAUT (7-5) 

 

The defending champs head west to face the upstart JUGGERNAUT in an interleague matchup. 

 

C-Bay has to be confident heading in, trailing only the Perfectos in record and getting to take 

advantage of the offensive output the DH allows.  C-Bay can rake, and Robby Cano has been 

an absolute monster, hitting over .400 with an OBP over .500.  Who the hell gets on base over 

50% of the time?  Robby Cano.  It’s pretty much just him with that many plate appearances.  If 

you also combined Jay Bruce and Giancarlo Stanton, the current RF platoon for the ‘Cats, you’d 

have the league leader in home runs and a player in the MVP hunt.  The bullpen has been good 

early, Zack Greinke has been ridiculous with his 0.69 WHIP, and Max Scherzer was better his 

last time out.  It’s hard to find a hole on the defending champs.  Could the Channel Cats be in 

line for a run at a third straight finals victory? 

 

La Jolla has turned some heads early on in this season.  It did not start the way they wanted, 

but they’ve gone a 6-2 run since.  What’s the difference?  Johnny Cueto has pitched like an ace 

since his opening week beating, the offense has been hitting very well (led the way by Dee 

Gordon), and they’ve gotten some timely hitting.  Seven different dudes have game winning RBI 

so far, so it’s not relying on one guy, and that makes the JUGGERNAUT a dangerous team.  It 

would make life easier for the opposition if it was one guy to focus on, but when anyone can 

come through, it makes matchups a challenge for the opposition.  If the jugs’ starting pitching 

can keep them in a game, this could be a tough series for the visiting Channel Cats. 

 

Best of Luck to everyone in Spring Slam.  May you all have fun, score lots of runs, not get 

anyone injured, and remember this is what we play the game for! 

 

 

 
 



ABL TRIVIA ANSWER: 
A)  5-7 
Surprisingly the Cats were 5-7 and in last place in the National Division.  C-Bay went 14-10 the rest of 
the way to capture 2nd place in the division and finish one game behind Mudville.  It’s a good reminder 
for a lot of teams in the ABL with nine out of ten having records of 4-8 or better.  There is still plenty of 
baseball to be played in 2017.   
 
 

 
 
ABL TAXI TEAMS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Casilla 
Ross 
Polanco 
Upton 
Cabrera 
Robertson 
Carter 
 
Tallahassee 
Buxton 
Grichuk 
Mazara 
Gray 
Profar 
Baez 
Stripling 
 
Orlando 
Adams 
Perez 
Holland 
Boyd 
Wilson 
Guerra 
Rodon 
 
Titusville 
Maurer 
Harper 
Cole 
Gonzalez 
Nunez 
Abad 
Odor 

 



Mudville 
Zimmermann 
Velasquez 
Manaea 
Leon 
Schwarber 
Sardinas 
Brantley 
 

Long Beach Island 
Perez 
Giles 
Grossman 
Gordon 
Gausman 
Marte 
Pollock 
 
Syracuse 
McCutchen 
Polanco 
Ross 
Dozier 
DeSclafani 
Valencia 
Matz 
 
Orcacoke 
Cedeno 
Miller 
Harvey 
Rea 
Iglesias 
Heyward 
Arcia 
 

La Jolla 
Leake 
Broxton 
Wong 
Francoeur 
Sano 
Phillips 
Napoli 
 
Albany 
Descalso 
Ramos 
Dyson 
Casali 
Colon 



Moore 
Pagan 
 
Enjoy Week 7 
Contributors to Around the Diamond:   

Scott Allen, Skibby Bomysoad, Don Allen Jr., Don Allen Sr., and Len Saaf. 


